We report on the spontaneous onset of temporal chaos in a waveguide CO2 laser due to the interaction between two transverse modes. A nonstandard configuration of the resonator has been used in order to obtain multitransverse mode operation. Starting from a mirror setting where two modes have a stable coexistence, further tiny variations of the cavity length induce a perioddoubling cascade to chaos.
Istituto Nazionale di Ottica, L. E. Fermi 6, 50125 Florence, Italy (Received 17 July 1990) We report on the spontaneous onset of temporal chaos in a waveguide CO2 laser due to the interaction between two transverse modes. A nonstandard configuration of the resonator has been used in order to obtain multitransverse mode operation. Starting from a mirror setting where two modes have a stable coexistence, further tiny variations of the cavity length induce a perioddoubling cascade to chaos.
As it is well known, the dynamics of a single-mode class-B laser is ruled by two equations, thus there is no chance for the onset of chaos, unless one forcefully introduces a third degree of freedom. ' The search for the spontaneous .00 C/tone Fig. 2(d) , which corresponds to a stationary emission. Starting from this pattern we find, by a slight increase of the cavity length with the PZT, the onset of a single note beat at about 2 MHz (two-mode operation). Then this frequency slows down ta 400 kHz, loosing in this process the dc component typical of beating phenomena.
Thus, at the end af this slowing down the beating has disappeared and we have instead a nonlinear competition between two modes. Qn increasing our control parameter, the system undergoes a subharmonic bifurcation cascade leading to a chaotic regime, within which we detected the odd-period periodic windows predicted by the theory. This situation is shown in Fig. 3 More complex regimes occur when more than two modes simultaneously compete, thus leading to spatiotemporal instability phenomena similar to those observed in hydrodynamic systems. Such a behavior will be reported elsewhere.
